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Psiphon Circumvention App Provides 
Unfiltered and Secure Internet Access  

Psiphon is a relay-based client application that uses a variety of   
techniques and protocols to direct the user’s Internet traffic through 
Psiphon’s cloud-based service. When connecting to the Internet, traffic 
that passes between a user’s device and a Psiphon proxy is encrypted 
and authenticated in order to evade censorship.  This creates a safe path 
between the individual and the Internet content they are attempting to  
access, protecting them from any local attempts to steal cookies or  
account information when on open WiFi networks.

The Psiphon interface is a simple, articulate system that provides Status, 
Connectivity, and Log information so users can evaluate their data use 
and other statistics.  It offers Browser and Whole Device modes, so that 
all applications connecting to the web are tunneled.      

Android* Tablets Powered by Intel Atom Processors and 
Psiphon Technologies Deliver Unrestricted Internet 

Tablet users can now gain unfettered access to a wealth of information 
and knowledge via the web.  The latest devices from Intel Atom   
Processor-based tablets for Android* offer strong performance and  
high-speed connectivity, a perfect match for the advanced circumvention 
and obfuscation systems that make Psiphon’s app a breakthrough  
technology.     

Now Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based Tablets for Android*  
 
In an effort to keep the web a free-flowing source of information and knowledge, the developers at Psiphon Inc. have 
created an advanced circumvention system that allows people in countries with restricted Internet to gain access 
securely.  Enabled for Android* tablets powered by Intel® Atom™ Processors, this app provides mobile device users 
with a way to sidestep censorship filters safely.   

Features of Psiphon on  
Intel Atom Processor-based 
Tablets for Android*    
  
  • Browser or VPN (whole device) 
     Mode for Tunneling
  • In App Status, Connectivity 
     and Log
  • Highly resilient to any blocking 
     attempts
  • Free, Open Source Software
  • Encrypted and Authenticated 
     Connectivity
 



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Keeping the Lines of Communication Open on Tablets

In order to keep the World Wide Web an open path to information, Psiphon Inc. has created an extraordinary   
application that bypasses censorship and connects people through a high-speed cloud-based network.  Working 
with the latest tablet devices, Psiphon ensures that people everywhere have the same access to online content. 

The Psiphon application is available for immediate download at Google Play: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.psiphon3


